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TO:

December 6, 1978, Edis Ralene (Rain), Travis Keith and Garrett Kirk Dosch began an unending
nightmare due to malpractice, both medical and jUdicial, that many others have also
experienced, beginning for the Doschs with the botched delivery of twins and a botched medical
malpractice case orchestrated for profit by Guardianship ~~?, .,P~o~!3te" qourt~, ,and other
.agencies the'feof.·
September 20, 1985, Rain, mother of five sons, retired from architectural and medical careers at
the time, not yet educated in law, was coerced into corporate fraud, by Cornelius P, Bahan,
Esq., and threatened into accepting a grossly structured settlement. He refused to file suit for
Rain's extensive damages. Garrett, the more traumatized twin received $5.3 million, $2000.00
monthly with 3% per annum increase, various lump sum payments over his lifetime and an
order to support twin, Travis until 18 years of age, Travis received $1,5 million, $1,000.00
monthly, no annual increase originally stipulated and various lump sum payments over his
lifetime starting at 18 years of age. The intent of the structuring from the very onset was: a
small monthly living annuity to the tWins, leaving the majority of the estate for working' capital for
insurance and bonding companies, courts, attorneys, C.P.As, judges, public guardians,
government agencies, etc., eventually depleting the entire estate, leav'lng the twins' needs to be
provided by taxpayers,
Due to the.. over-all value of the estate, the twins could not qualify for S,S.I., etc" though
$2,000.00 monthly did not provide for the needs of handicapped twins, Their mother's now
ended medical career qualified her to provide most of their medical, therapy and home
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schooling, while Shriner's Children's Hospitals provided surgeries, braces and special
equipment. Catholic Charities, their native American family and tribes provided monetary
support and then-Councilman, Steven Miller of Nevada provided legal and other support. Large
medical, dental and other expenses were charged to credit cards which were to be paid with the
lump sum payments.
May 8, 1986, Letters of Guardianship for Person and Estate for both twins with a surety bond
was received, but omitted was "from minority through majority" as was strongly stipulated in the
original documentation, now deleted in an altered version.
In 1996, the twins being 18 years of age, coercion began by Integrity Life Insurance Company,
Guardianship Court and others for Rain to obtain Letters of Adult Guardianship for the twins or
the monthly annuity would be withheld. Rain refused, as court adult guardianship would give
the court contract control over the mother/guardian's person, the twins' persons and the estates
thereof, including the twins' medical malpractice settlement.
July 29, 1999, at 21 years of age, the twins were both evaluated and deemed incompetent by
Dr. Louise Sherk, J.D., MD. Letters of .Adult Guardianship without a surety bond for both twins
was received. An unbonded settlement can be stolen without recourse.
February 26, 2003, at 24 years of age, Dr. Louise Sherk, J.D., MD., deemed Travis Keith's
person competent, though the court would guard his estate for him, eve;ntually depleting it with
court ordered fees, etc., leaving taxpayers to pay for future care.
December 6, 2003, at 25 years of age, Travis and Garrett each received $25,000.00 in a lump
sum payment for past and present medical, dental and other expenses charged to credit cards.
Garrett's was paid towards these, but Travis' physical self, his lump sum payment and his
structured settlement future annuities were seized by Guardianship Court to. be depleted as
stated above. Attorneys file bankruptcy rather than pay debt owed, leaving the debt paid by
taxpayers; or in this case Garrett Kirk Dosch and mother/guardian.
April 8, 2003, a Stipulation and Order was received by Rain, Integrity Life Insurance Company
and Bank of America with a forged signature, stating Travis' person and estate were no longer
under guardianship. The court at this time also attempted to extort both real and personal
property from a Family Living Trust. To date they have not followed through, but easily could,
as they can disregard Wills, Trusts, human rights, etc. when seizing lucrative estates
fraudulently. Travis had no Living Trust at the time. His case is sealed. He is a missing
handicapped adult.
October 11, 2004, several Stipulations and Orders were received by all involved. Garrett's
person was to remain under the guardianship of his mother, his estate under court guardianship
unless Rain agreed to sign the Stipulation and Orders. Refusing to sign due to the financial
obligations and many legal ramifications for the Dosch twins, the court clerk was ordered to sign
on Rain's behalf. Rain was removed as guardian of the estate. Garrett was ordered a Court
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Imposed Management Trust at the cost of $5,000.00 plus lump sum and monthly fees to court
appointed attorneys, C.PAs, etc., though he has an Irrevocable Living Trust of his own and his
own financial advisor, Francis Howard, C.PA, and Trust attorneY,Jeffrey Burr and Associates.
Also for two years the following monthiy payments were to be made from Garrett's monthly
annuity towards enormous attorney and other fees: $2,500.00 to himself for living expenses
and past monthly obligations of the Dosch twins, $862.22 attorney fees, $250.00 C.P.AIrrustee
fees and a $300.00 stipend, withheld until April 2007 to his mother/guardian, qualified to give
special education and medical care. As stated the specified payments were to continue for two
years adjusting with Garrett's annual increase but which continue to date many years later. The
Doschs, their bank, and many others concerned never received court notices regarding the
Court Management Trust or copies or accountings thereof.
This gives the courts and their constituents control without oversight, accountability or
transparency for their enormous fees, low interest loans to themselves, investments, etc. It
keeps the majority of the Dosch estate for the judicial theft and prevents the natural mother
since December 6, 1978, guardian since May 8, 1986, from paying past, present and future
expenses. As aforementioned the structured monthly annuity was also reduced to a small
monthly living allowance eliminating funds for hiring investigators, legal help of any kind,
searching for Garrett's missing twin, etc.
December 6, 2008, at 30 years of age, Travis and Garrett each received $50.000.00 in lump
sum payments, the second of many to be made over their lifetimes, all of which will be seized by
Guardianship Court and others. Garrett presently lives 24/7 with fear of the plight for himself,
his missing twin, family members, pets, his and his twin's structured settlement, thousands of
other victims of this fraud and all he holds dear. His case is sealed, court videos and
transcriptions added, deleted or altered to hide the jUdicial fraud of Guardianship Court and
others. Many years of verifiable atrocities were edited from the Dosch files for. this summary
affidavit requested by on-line websites and media profiling thousands of victims of the jUdicial
system, unbeknown to the American people.
A recent update on Travis Keith Dosch reveals he is on the street without his settlement money
having to survive by any means.
This has resulted in numerous phone calls and
correspondence to his mother. Though challenged, he is cunning and stays on the constant
move. Reportedly, Travis obtains financial aid, etc., by using false J.D. and posing as a
firefighter, medical technician, security guard, law enforcement, military, etc. Pleas for help to
authorities from his victims, friends and family have proven futile. Travis has been detained by
law enforcement several known times and released. The general consensus is that there is
intervention from the court and their constituents to prevent his incriminating testimony and
alliance with those on the side of good. This is accomplished by case, tracking and code
numbers on the flyers and paperwork.
As previously demonstrated and well documented, the structuring of the Dosch twins' structured
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settlement was calcu[ated to manage the financial impact from medical malpractice to both
twins with their intertwined medical and special needs obligations from birth over their lifetimes;
obligations which, since a 2004 Stipulation and Order and court seizure, have been left for twin
Garrett and his mother/guardian to pay with a drastically reduced monthly annuity and no lump
sum payments. The reduced annuity was $2,500.00 monthly, $30,000.00 annually with a
stipend of $300.00 monthly, $3600.00 annually to the twins' mother/guardian. Both the reduced
annuity and the stipend had to be reimbursed to Garrett by family and organizations due to the
obligations Garrett had to pay, as the collateral for credit was the structured settlement and
credit was critical for the twins' medical and special needs; credit which is now ruined. Due to
the depressed US and g[obal economy the total annuity can no [anger be reimbursed in full and
drastic cuts had to be made to Garrett's living expenses.
The obligations are presently $1,166.42 monthly, $13,997.04 annually, leaving Garrett
$1,633.58 monthly, $19,602.96 annually, for his needs and the court $1,387.43 monthly,
$16,649.16 annually, along with the lump sum payments for their needs. The monthly annuity is
to be electronically deposited into Garrett's checking account on the sixth of the month, his birth
date. Instead it is mailed, arriving on the eleventh to the sixteenth of the month making payment
of obligations by due date diff[cult and creating extra travel time and inconvenience, as Garrett
and his mother/guardian reside in rural Nevada without residential mail delivery. A[so the many
bank benefits from electronic deposits have been lost.
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Joshua Gottesman, C.P.A. signed the 2004 Stipulation and Order against the advice of his then
C.P.A. partner, Gregory Bruce, the Dos'ch family and their C.P.A. financial advisor, Francis
Howard, C.P.A. The general consensus is that it was signed for self gain, knowing full well from
the financial records it would devastate Garrett's life in every way, his medical, education, and
upcoming surgery to improve his poor speech. Litt[e did Joshua Gottesman know that when he
put the nails in Garrett's coffin he also put the nails in his own.
In a letter dated December 8, 2011, Joshua stated he had accidentally mailed too much money
for the month of November, 2011 to Garrett, but stated he could keep it for an early birthday
present; a birthday p~esent of his own money. Apparently after seven years of a drastically
reduced annuity, of which supposedly was to be for two years, Garrett now has received a
monthly increase of $250.00 for a monthly total of $2,750.00. He should be receiving $4,313.05
according to the structuring so as to pay past medical bills and present and future special
needs. As of November 8, 2012, the Dosch mother/guardian received a $50.00 raise for a total
stipend of $350.00 monthly which has always been used to pay towards the twins' past bills.
As of D.ecember 6, 2012, unaccounted for since 2004 is: $125,000.00 in lump sum payments
along with the reduced monthly annuity balances to Garrett Kirk, Garrett's missing twin, Travis
Keith and his $150,000.00 in lump sum payments and his monthly annuities. As stated since
. the inception of the 2004 court seizure there have been no annual accountings to Garrett or his
mother/guardian as to the amount, location or availability for use by Garrett of the settlement
funds. This case, along with thousands of others, has achieved global investigation due to the
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internet and websites profiling judicial, probate and guardianship fraud. R.I.C.O. cases are no
longer admissible in U.S. Courts. At present there is no known righteous power on earth that
can bring to justioe the for profit courts of CORPORATE AM.ERICA.
In 2012, the victims of jUdicial crime in Nevada learned from the internet and other sources that
after years of both judicial and civil crime, Judge Steven Jones has been indicted and is under
house arrest and further investigation. Being the jUdge for the Dosch twins' case, he ignored
the Dosch Family Trust, twin Garrett's Irrevocable Living Trust and the Dosch U.C.C. Financial
Stalf'ment filed with the Nevada Secretary of State. He seized the Dosch twins' medical
malpractice settlement for a Court Ordered Management Trust. This he did, not only to steal
the estate as he orchestrated, but to prevent the guardianship and the settlement from being
transferred from the Clark County Court to the Nye County Court, as the Dosch twins have
resided in Nye County since 1990. One of the most difficult tasks for the many victims is to step
back and allow the years of investigation to proceed.
To add insult to injury; due to the ten year fight against Guardianship Court by the Dosch family,
a court attorney/psychiatrist, Louise G. Sherk, M.D., J.D., without an evaluation, diagnosed Edis
Ralene (Rain) Dosch, mother/guardian of the Dosch twins as having Munchausen Syndrome, a
syndrome in which one or both parents claim their children have illnesses preventing them from
ever leaving them. This also prevents the family from having financial resources with which to
fight the corrupt court.

Edis Ralene (Rain) Rockwell Dosch, ~
Guardian
Without prejudice, UCC-1-308, NRS 104.308
Jurat
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RICO
Syndicated Court Cases, Judges, Attorneys, Guardian Ad Utems, certified Public
Accountants and Special Court Appointments tor the Dosch Twins, Travis Keith
and Garrett Kirk, their persons, estates and medical malpractice settlements.
Note: The public records for the Dosch cases have been altered, deleted,
omitted and sealed in an attempt to cover up the fraud. The Freedom of
Information Act, American Civil Uberties Union, disability and similar
organizations do not apply here, or so they claim. Thus, demonstrating the
necessity for the RICO Act(Racketeer Influenced and.CorruptOrganization Act)
to be invoked for the Dosch case and thousands of victirns of Guardianship,
judicial abuse and fraud.
Plaintiffs' History December 1978 to september 1986:
preparations for suit against Martin Luther Medical Center and John P. Bell began
within days of the Dosch twins' delivery, December 6, 1978, on behalf of the
twins and their mother, or so it was assumed. The fraud began at the onset by
the attorneys for both sides, companies for insurance, bonding, structured
settlements, etc., and their cronies..
The syndicate of the Superior Court of California. County of Orange, 700 Civic
center Drive West, santa Ana, CA 92702, (714) 834-2200; CASE NO. 36-16-35,
syndics as follows..;. Judge Jerrold S. Oliver, unlisted profit unknown. judge
Ralph Drummond, Guardian Ad Utem, refused to substitute out of case or
release funds, retired to san Diego County, unlisted, fee approXimately
$4,000.00, profit unknown. Plaintiffs attorney, Cornelius Bahan. Esg.. Inc. CA.
BAR NO. 53095, 4675 McArthur Court, Suite 1200, Newport Beach, CA 92660,
(949) 622"()200, fee, MICRA scale, $88,666.00 plus $30,000.00 costs, profit
unknown.
september 20,1985, the Dosch family discovered suit had not been filed for the
mother, the scheduled trial would not proceed and they would have to accept
the settlement given them by Cornelius Bahan, esq., as in his words, "I will fix it
so you don't get anything" and his fees and other bills were mounting. The
settlement was handled through The Structured settlement Company, 3420
Ocean Park Blvd. Suite 3000, santa Monica, CA. 90404; (213) 452-6600.
Cornelius Bahan and Ralph Drummond then contacted cronies in California, as
well as Nevada syndics, as follows:
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1. Louis Shaffer. Esq., unliSted, Orange, CA. fee unknown, profit unknown.
2. John F. Deily, Esq., CA BAR NO. 93687, Gunderson, Reynolds and
Gunderson, 2351 Paseo De Valencia, Suite 115, Laguna Hills, CA 92653;
(949) 699-6100, fee unknown, profit unknown.
3. David Goldwater, Esq., NV BAR NO. 1612. 302 E. carson, Suite 1000, Las
Vegas, NV 90101; (702) 796-5644; fee unknown, profit unknown.
4. Thomas Sta~ Esq., NY BAR NO. 1022, 302 E.carson, Suite 1000, Las
Vegas, NV 90101; (702) 382-5036, fee unknown, profit unknown.
5. Patricia Trent. Esq., Ltd" NV BAR NO. 1578, Accountant. carma Manring.
formerly Shanner and Trent, 8367 W. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV
89147; (702) 382-2210, attempted Guardian Ad Litem, fee approximately
$4,000.00 profit unknown.
Plaintiffs' History september 1986 to september 2007:
The legal fraud and wrangling of over seven years coupled with severe
trauma and no settlement funds caused Bill Dosch's mental and physical
health to deteriorate. In 1986, Ralene was forced to divorce Bill in order to
obtain formal general guardianship over the Dosch twins from minority
though majority to prevent exploitation from Social services and so on.
Ralene Dosch's attorney for the divorce and guardianship of the twins was
Matthew callister, Esq., NV BAR NO. 1396, callister and Reynolds, 823 S. Las
Vegas Blvd., Las Vegas, NV 89101; (702) 385-3343; fee unknown, profit
unknown. Due to the fraud involVing the aforementioned attorneys, Ralene
Dosch contacted the Shriners, who provided medical care for the Dosch twins
until 21 years of age due to their grossly structured settlements and was
referred to Las Vegas City Councilman, Steven Miller and Donald R. Davidson,
III. Esq., CA BAR NO. 127472, NV BAR NO. 879; 28202 cavot Road, Suite
300, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677; (949) 365-7080. Both of whom did pro bono
advocating and legal counseling for families, children and disability
organizations, etc. Steven Miller is presently an investigative journalist in Las
Vegas, Nevada, unlisted.
Together, along with Eighth District Judidal Court Judge. Thomas A. Foley,
deceased, they were able to secure the Formal General Guardianship from
Minority through Majority, with summary accountings for the Dosch twins'
persons and estates. Also, transfer the settlement funds from Orange
County, california to Clark County, Nevada, Eighth Judicial District Court,
State of Nevada, in and for the County of Clark, Family Division, CASE NO.
G12166. structured settlement company, Integrity Life Insurance Company.
515 W. Market Street, Louisville, KY 40202-3319; (800) 325-8583.
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In 1996 and 1997, the twins, being 18 and 19 years of age, evaluations from
the twins' doctors were requested by Integrity Ufe Insurance Company.
December 28, 1998, after the twins 20th birthday, December 6, 1998, Ralene
Dosch received a letter from Eighth Judicial District Court Family Division,
Family Courts and services Center of Nevada, the County of Clark,
Guardianship/Discovery from Jennifer L. Henry. Commissioner. stating the
twins were over 18 years of age and Ralene Dosch would have to petition the
Court to terminate the current guardianship and obtain court ordered adult
guardianship over the twins. Ralene Dosch retained Thomas M. Burns. Esq.,
NV BAR NO. 757,912 N. Eastern Avenue, las Vegas, NV 89101; (702) 6494276; fee approximately $2,500.00, profit unknown. Judge William O. Voy
and a court attorney/psychologist interviewed the Dosch twins, reviewed their
medical records, ordered: adult guardianship; a yearly accounting and
report of person for each twin; lump sum payments be deposited into a
blocked account; Integrity Insurance Company be noticed; assignment of
CASE NO. G 20357 and the fraud began again.
In 2003, Ralene Dosch, Integrity Ufe Insurance Company and Bank of
America received a Court Stipulation and Order of April 8, 2003 with a
forged signature for Thomas M. Bums. Esa.. after he had been
substituted out o'the Dosch case. Ralene Dosch retained Mont E.
Tanner, Esq., NV BAR NO. 4433, 2920 E. Flamingo Road, Suite G, las Vegas,
NV 89121; (702) 369-9614, fee approximately $2,500.00, profit unknown.
The Stipulation and Order was orchestrated by Commissioner Jennifer L.
Henry and the Guardianship Court attorneys and executed by Shelly D.
Krohn. Esa.. NV BAR NO. 5040, Katherin Mazzeo, Esa.. NV BAR NO. 8179,
Dara Goldsmith, Esq.• NV BAR NO. 4270, Goldsmith and Guymon, 20255 N.
Village center Circle, Las Vegas, NV 89734, (702) 873-9500. Shelly D.
Krohn was formerly with Bolick, McBeath, Tanner and Boyer. It is unknown if
the Tanner in that office was the same. Both Mont Tanner and Ralene Dosch
were sanctioned $5,000.00 each. The court appointed attorneys of Goldsmith
and Guymon were instrumental in the disappearance of twin, Travis Keith
Dosch in 2002 at 24 years of age. They appear currently to be Special
Limited Guardians for his person and estate. Travis was evaluated and
apparently brain washed by the court attorney, psychiatrist, Louise G. Sherk,
M.D.. J.D.. Inc. NV Bar NO. none; CA BAR NO. none; NV. M.D. not listed;
CA. MD. Not listed; P.O. Box 370687, las Vegas, NV 89137, (702) 248-4198;
3830 OCean Birch Drive, Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625. The aforementioned
have endangered a guarded adult, as well as society if Travis Dosch is not
counseled and medicated. Fees for the above are unknown, profit unknown,
the meter is running to date, they are noticed of all activity.
Without full disclosure, Ralene Dosch retained the follOWing syndics:
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David C. Amesbury. Esq., NV BAR NO. 3889, Amesbury and SChutt, 703 S. 8th
Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101, (702) 385-5570, apparent shill for Clark County
Public Guardian's Office and Jared Shafer, Esq., Public Guardian!
Administrator/Private Guardian, fee $5,0000.00 plus unknown attorney liens,
profit unknown, no retainer refund.
Grenville Pridham, Esq., NV BAR NO. 2775, 1611 E. Charleston Blvd., Suit 3,
Las Vegas, NV 89104; (702) 614-3388, formerly with the State of Nevada
Attorney General's Office, apparent shill as above mentioned, fee $6,000.00
plus unknown attorney liens, profit unknown, no retainer refund.
Louis M. Minicozzi, Esq., NV BAR NO. 5068, 333 N. Rancho Drive, SUite 805,
Las Vegas, NV 89106; (702) 684-4950, signed Court Stipulation and Order of
October 13, 2004, fee approximately $3,000.00, profit unknown, no retainer
refund.
Jeffrey L. Burr. J.D. C.P.A. NV BAR NO. 164. also AZ, CA, UT, 445 S. Pecos
Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89121; (702) 453-4455, for review of the Garrett Kirk
Dosch Irrevocable Uving Trust including Special Needs Clause, written by the
family paralegal, fee $360.00., profit unknown.
Ralene Dosch retained pro bono Frands Howard. C.P.A., Ovist and Howard,
C.P.A.s and Consultants, 7 Commerce center Drive, Site A., Henderson, NV
89014;' (702) 456-1300; to review Guardian, Ralene Dosch's accountings and
scrutinize court appointed accountant, Joshua A. Gottesman. C.p.A., 7473 W.
Lake Mead BlVd., Suite 100, Las Vegas, NV 89128; (702) 461-2587,
Accounting fee: $200.00 monthly plus costs, complete control of Garrett
Kirk's settlement estate including the power to make loans and investments,
Trustee of the Garrett Kirk Dosch Court Imposed Management Trust.
Trustee fee: $50.00 monthly plus costs, profit unknown, meter is currently
running to date, noticed of all Court/Attorney activity. The highly regarded
Francis Howard, C.P.A. has been court eliminated from the Dosch case.
Ralene Dosch has interviewed approximately twenty more attorneys
throughout Las Vegas, Nevada and the United States, other than the
aforementioned, as well as paid them for relevant legal services to get help
for the Dosch twins and the organizations fighting the organized crime called
guardianship/conservatorship under the guise of Guardianship Court and
National Guardianship Association.
The syndicate of the Eighth Judicial District Court, State of Nevada, in and for
the County of Clark, Family Division, Family Courts and services Center, 601
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N. Pecos Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101; (702) 455-6674. CASE NO. G
20357, is as follows:
.
Judge Thomas A. Foley, deceased
Judge William O. Voy
Jennifer L. Henry, Court Commissioner/Hearing Master
Judge Robert W. Lueck
Judge Jon W. Norheim
Judge Steven E. Jones
Judge Gerald W. Hardcastle
Substitute and visiting Judges
Court appointed attorney/psychiatrist, Louise G. Sherk, M.D. J.D.. Inc., NV
BAR NO: none, CA. BAR NO.: none, NV. M.D., not listed, CA. M.D. not
listed, P.O. Box 370687, Las Vegas, NV 89137; (702) 248-4198, 3830 Ocean
Birch Drive, Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625, fee approximately $5,000.00 plus
costs, profit unknown.
Court appointed Public Guardian attorney of over 20 years, Guardian Ad
Litem for Garrett Kirk Dosch and attorney for Jared Shafer, Esq., Lee A.
Drizin. Esq.. NV BAR NO. 4971, 5542 S. Fort Apache Rd., Suite 110, Las
Vegas, NV 89148; (702) 798-4955, fee approximately $16,900.00 plus costs,
profit unknown, the meter is running to date, noticed of all activity.
Court appointed temporary Special Guardian for Garrett Kirk Dosch's person
and estate, Jared Shafer. Esg.. NV BAR NO. none, Public
Guardian/Administrator/Private Guardian, 515 Shadow Lane, Las Vegas, NV
89106; (702) 455-4332, fee unknown, profit unknown.
Court appointed attorney for Jared Shafer, Esq.,. Trude I. McMahan, ESQ., NV
BAR NO. 347. Segal and McMahan, 720 S. 4tl1 Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101,
(702) 382-5212, fee approximately $2,500.00,profit unknown.
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Court appointed Special Limited Guardian Ad Litem for the Garrett Kirk Dosch
Court-Imposed Management Trust, Kim Boyer, Esq., NV BAR NO. 5587,
Bolick, McBeath, Tanner and Boyer, 6060 W. Elton, Suite A, las Vegas, NV
89107; (702) 870-6060, fee approximately $5,000.00 plus costs, profit:
unknown, meter may be running to date.
Court appointed law Firm of Goldsmith and Guymon, Special Limited
Guardians for the person and estate of Twin, Travis Keith Dosch, 20255 N.
Village center Circle, Las Vegas, Nevada 89734; (702) 873-9500., fee
unknown, profit unknown, meter is running to date, noticed of all activity.
Court appointed accountant, Joshua A. Gottesman, C.P.A., 7473 W. Lake
Mead Blvd., SUite 100, las Vegas, Nevada 89128 (702) 461-2587.
Accounting fee: $200.00 monthly plus costs, Trustee fee: $50.00 monthly
plus costs, profit unknown, meter is running to date, noticed of all
Court/attorney activities.
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